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Low Consumption Good Structure Efficient Long Life

SCOUT 2
CNC PORTABLE FLAME / PLASMA CUTTING MACHINE

Lightweight yet Reliable Cutting Solution

Scout 2 offers a flexible solution with all advantages of a CNC portable cutting
machine. Due to its lightweight and solid aluminium construction, this small unit is
quick to assemble and dismantle. It can be configured as either a oxy-fuel cutting
machine or a plasma cutting machine. 
With a standard 18-month warranty, this the CNC machine you’ll own for the long
haul. Whether you are a dealer, a busy workshop owner, or a metal artist, this
lightweight yet reliable unit will exceed your expectations.

Cutting Capacity

We have professional CNC instructors to help you
analyze and sort out your cutting needs, and
provide you with the most reasonable solution!

Option 1: Flame Mode

Option 2: Plasma + Flame Mode

Two Modes for option
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New Lifter

Increase the upper and lower limits. eliminate
operating errors to damage the lifting body.

Arc voltage Control (AVC)  for Plasma Mode

Optimized following algorithm to improve cutting quality.
Using high power arc starting relay to enhance arc starting stability
Professional motor drive chip to strengthen protection measures
Double LED digital tube display, set arc voltage and actual arc
voltage

 

Modular aluminum base

Reliable  Machinery 

Trachea
Arc voltage Controller

X-Axis

Y-Axis

Rack Lifter

Control
valve

 

CNC system

Easy to Assemble

Due to its compact size, installation of the Scout 2 is easier than ever. Assembly and setup of all components do not
require any special measuring tools.  Prior to shipping, the Scout 2 is pre-adjusted at our factory. Once you are ready,
simply slide all components together and connect cables. 

Hard-plated shaft, hard casting process, molding, wear-
resistant, deformation-free.
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Easy to Operation

Supporing multi-language System comes with multiple graphics

Fastcam® Software for Plate Shape Cutting with integrated 2D drawing, tool pathing, true shape nesting, code
verification & NC generation.
It is far less complex than other systems. Easy Editing & Verification of geometry combined with one step nesting
makes the system instantly productive. 
Extremely Powerful CAD interface that cleans and compresses code ready for quality cutting. 
FastCAM® Reads and/or Nests DXF, DWG, DSTV/NC1, StruCAD, IGES and PDF file formats.

Feature:

Fastcam software

FASTCAM® SOFTWARE

SHANGHAI FANGLING® CNC SYSTEM

A simple, menu-driven interface is easy to learn and operate.
Built-in library of common shapes 
File transfer storage is convenient and flexible: Support USB port for program loading.
G code dynamic simulation processing function 
Kerf compensation 
Complex curve fitting function 
Support multi-format file import and export

Feature:

The machine is easy to program and nest material. It can be used to manually program simple graphics or to
automatically program any complex graphics through the fastcam software provided with machine. 
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SPECIFICATIONS

Xinfang Industrial Park, No.218, 
ChaoYang District, Beijing 100024, China

+86-10-65790867
sales@arcbro.com
www.arcbro.com

ARCBRO SUPPORT

Make the work simple! View ARCBRO learn campus online to learn the machines before you get
them. ARCBRO learn campus is a online CNC plasma cutting training program in the industry. It
takes our customers through a series of knowledgeable and concise videos and files to give
them in-depth training and technical instruction. These videos will take even your newest
operator to an expert level in no time. They were formulated with our customers at the
forefront of our minds, which has transcended into fast and effective training for many
different markets, such as: education, metal art, custom automotive part fabrication, and many
others.  Link: https://www.arcbro.com/support/learncampus/

ARCBRO LEARN CAMPUS

 
All our products have a precise and reliable manufacturing quality inspection system. In
addition, all products have a one-and-a-half year warranty and are accompanied by the best
after-sales protection system in China. Multilingual professional engineers perform online
machine diagnostics in 24 hours. We bear the cost of any parts failure or damage during the
warranty period and you only need to pay the shipping cost.
In addition, you can easily find all the after-sales solutions you may need on our official
website. We have organized the questions that customers have asked us when using the
machine for many years, and gave answers in detailed but easy to understand words to help
you solve the problem as quickly as possible.
Want to know more, just browse our official website, click support, enter Arcbro
troubleshooting system.Link: https://www.arcbro.com/support/troubleshooting/

ARCBRO TROUBLESHOOTING

Learn the machines before you get them.

You can buy any arcbro product without any hassle!
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STINGER 4400 5100
ARCBRO CNC PLASMA CUTTING TABLE

Compact & Advancing Design  For Workshop !

From air pressure sensor  to independent load-bearing table, Stinger's design is
completely for the workshop. Small footprint saves you space and Transportation
budget. After assembling the flame mode, Stinger can cut thickness from 0.5mm to
200mm, and only needs a button to complete the mode switch. All the needs of
one machine are enough! And it is completely a plug-and-play machine, Stinger is
shipped fully assembled. The setup process has been streamlined making the
process smooth and enabling you to start putting the machine to work right away.
You are required to provide an on-site supply of air, power, water.

Multiple Choices

We have professional CNC instructors to help you analyze and sort out your
cutting needs, and provide you with the most reasonable solution!

Two standard models are optional:
4400 (1300*1300mm), 5100 (1500*3000mm)
We also can Custom for spicial demands of cutting size.

Cutting Size 

Cutting Mode 

Plasma mode / Flame mode (optional)

Load-bearing table 

Water table  / Air dust table

Plasma Marking 

Custom quotes available upon request.
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-Arcbro's patented belt transmission motion control system effective
vibration absorption during motion, which Gaining credibility from our
customers.
 
-V-wheel and flat wheel combined to avoid over
 
-constrained.-light structural design,with good rigidity structure, light
deadweight.
 
-Duo model mix THC(air pressure+arc voltage sensor)
 
-The separation of the load-bearing table and the machine completely
eliminate the  consume  of load on the machine while greatly reducing
transportation costs more than 1/3!

Complete Plug And Play! Suitable For Workshop!

Advancing And Stable Machinery

Driven By Customer Satisfaction

-Stinger 1313(1300*1300mm cutting size) has a small footprint and can rapidly profile
aluminum, stainless steel, and mild steel plates with ease. Very suitable for workshop. 
 
-Complete plug and play! Stinger 1313/1530 are shipped fully assembled. The setup
process has been streamlined making the process smooth and enabling you to start
putting the machine to work right away. You are required to provide an on-site supply
of air, power and water.
 
-The pulley can be assembled according to your needs and can be moved by single
person.
 
-The independent electrical box is easy to check, and the cooling fan can effectively
reduce the temperature generated by the operation of the electrical device.
 

From 0.5 to 200mm, All Thicknesses Can be Cut!

Pneumatic height adjustment mode plasma cutting thin plate
Arc voltage high mode plasma cutting medium thin plate
Capacitor height adjustment mode flame cutting thick plate (optional)

Three cutting modes for different thicknesses
one-button switching on the control panel
 

STINGER 1313

BELT TRANSMISSION SYSTEM      

V-WHEEL
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Convenient And Fast Operation

Libellula is a well-known brand for 30 years, and always the
best cutting software for sheet metal processing. It is
installed on our standalone, multilingual operating system.
It structured to become the best CAD/CAM application for the
programming of the cutting machines of any type.Shops with
multiple operators will find that the highly nesting software is
easy to operate, yet powerful enough to handle your most
demanding cuts.

LIBELLULA ITALY SOFTWARE

No Dust!1.

Option 1: water table. Absorbs metal residues through water, effectively
reducing dust.
Option 2: Air dusting table. the load-bearing table and dust collector are
connected through an additional down-flow system to achieve a perfect
dust removal effect.

We provide customers with two types of high-efficiency dust-removing load-
bearing tables.
 

 
Whether you use it in home engineering or metal art, it will protect your
room environment and give you the most comfortable cutting experience!

Changeable Configuration

2. Flame Mode

For companies already using plasma, plasma marking and cutting on the
same table can save a significant amount of time and reduce material
handling. 
Stinger's plasma marking function Custom quotes available upon request.
With Arcbro plasma machine  power source - Aircut series and Libellula
wizard software, Stinger will be more capable for marking function than any
other cutting machine.

3. Plasma Marking

If you need a variety of cut thicknesses, Stinger can add a flame mode for
you to cut thicker metal sheets. 
The conversion of the two modes is very convenient, you can switch freely
according to the thickness. For thick metal plates, the flame mode can
greatly  reduce the cost. You can tell us the thickness you need to cut, and
our professional CNC technicians will provide you with the  most suitable
solution depend on your demand.

AIR DUSTING TABLE

FLAME TORCH

PLASMA MARKING
WITH LIBELLULA WIZARD

We have professional CNC instructors to help you analyze and sort out your cutting needs, and provide you
with the most reasonable solution!
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SPECIFICATIONS

Xinfang Industrial Park, No.218, 
ChaoYang District, Beijing 100024, China

+86-10-65790867
sales@arcbro.com
www.arcbro.com

ARCBRO SUPPORT

Make the work simple! View ARCBRO learn campus online to learn the machines before you get
them. ARCBRO learn campus is a online CNC plasma cutting training program in the industry. It
takes our customers through a series of knowledgeable and concise videos and files to give
them in-depth training and technical instruction. These videos will take even your newest
operator to an expert level in no time. They were formulated with our customers at the
forefront of our minds, which has transcended into fast and effective training for many
different markets, such as: education, metal art, custom automotive part fabrication, and many
others.  Link: https://www.arcbro.com/support/learncampus/

ARCBRO LEARN CAMPUS

 
All our products have a precise and reliable manufacturing quality inspection system. In
addition, all products have a one-and-a-half year warranty and are accompanied by the best
after-sales protection system in China. Multilingual professional engineers perform online
machine diagnostics in 24 hours. We bear the cost of any parts failure or damage during the
warranty period and you only need to pay the shipping cost.
In addition, you can easily find all the after-sales solutions you may need on our official
website. We have organized the questions that customers have asked us when using the
machine for many years, and gave answers in detailed but easy to understand words to help
you solve the problem as quickly as possible.
Want to know more, just browse our official website, click support, enter Arcbro
troubleshooting system.Link: https://www.arcbro.com/support/troubleshooting/

ARCBRO TROUBLESHOOTING

Learn the machines before you get them.

You can buy any arcbro product without any hassle!



Stinger pro 5100 ArcBro flagship true hole HD plasma CNC cutting table launched
in 2020. This robust, industrial table is built with production in mind. The plasma
table can handle the rigors of continuous production runs with industry leading
repeatability and reliability. And it has been designed and built from the ground
up by ARCBRO engineer team- ensuring a world class product with the quality and
reliability you have come to expect.
 
It meet all the requirements of HD cutting, improve production efficiency, reduce
operating costs, comprehensively upgrade the cutting process, and build for all-
day production.
 
This one perfect plasma machine for every professional workshop own.
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CNC HD PLASMA CUTTING TABLE

CNC HD PLASMA CUTTING TABLE FOR WORKSHOP PRO

UNBEATABLE HD PLASMA POWER SOURCE - ArcBlitz™

Unbeatable HD plasma power source - ArcBlitz. ArcBlitz is
the latest system ARCBRO plasma power supply product
line, challenging the traditional plasma cutting industry
concept.  
ArcBlitz can increase cutting speed, significantly increase
productivity and reduce operating costs. New ease-of-use
features and engineered system optimization capabilities
make ArcBlitz easier to run with minimal operator
intervention, while ensuring optimal performance and
unparalleled reliability.

tinger PROS 5100

Cutting function: 
High definition plasma cutting

Cutting Size: 
3000*1500mm

Cutting Thickness: 
See Thickness Table on page 5

1

Cutting Table: 
Water table / Air Draft table

Cutting Tolerance: 
Within iso range 3
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High productivity ≠ High cost

A common thread in the technological advancement of plasma cutting since its invention is the continuous
reduction in the cost per foot or meter of metal cut. This phenomenon, greatly accelerated in Stinger pro, is a
primary driver of improved profitability for the user. 
 
The cutting speed is                     than flame cutting, but the unit cutting cost is only 1/3 of the laser and same
as flame cutting. Such high efficiency and low cost is what all users dream of. Right now, Stinger pro is the
best choice to achieve this kind of requirement.

Stinger Pro Flame

500

1000

Cutting Speed of 20mm mild steel
（mm/min）

2000

0

1500

Laser Stinger Pro

Cutting Cost

Flame

2

three times 1/3
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Every set is heat treated processed!

Plug and play design, upgrade your workshop!

To be more convenient, Stinger Pro has plug and play design, which are shipped fully assembled. The setup
process has been streamlined making the process smooth and enabling you to start putting the machine to
work right away. You are required to provide an on-site supply of air, power, water. You will also need a forklift
to receive the machine and put it into position.

Superior Machinery, every set is heat treated processed!

Powerful plasma power challenges the strength and accuracy of the airframe. Stinger Pro performed perfectly.
Helical gear, trolley, rack and pinion together guarantee excellent motion control, parallel accuracy and
stability, so reliable! We continue to use the design of the independent material table to eliminate the load-
bearing loss of the fuselage, and at the same time shorten the height of the side member to the cross
member to ensure the stability of longitudinal driving. More wide transom is specially designed for the
workshop, which saves you more space when placed against the wall, and easily for loading!

3
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Main frame and crossbeam are heat treated. Machine body

strength and durability are maximized.

 

High loaded iron gasket, guarantee machine leveling and absorb

resonance.

 

Fork lift position was already setup, easy to move.

 

 

Magnetic anti-collision torch holder, connected by wire-rope,

provide best torch protection

 

Plasma cutting for High definition true hole technology. High

precision and high productivity. 

 

Cutting table is separated from machine frame. If cutting table is

damaged by long time use, machine body get no any deformation.

 

21’’ industrial touch screen, best operation experience.CNC

4



High definition cut, one step in place.
ArcBlitz is the latest system ARCBRO plasma power
supply product line, challenging the traditional
plasma cutting industry concept.  
ArcBlitz can increase cutting speed, significantly
increase productivity and reduce operating costs.
New ease-of-use features and engineered system
optimization capabilities make ArcBlitz easier to run
with minimal operator intervention, while ensuring
optimal performance and unparalleled reliability. 

Cost Reduction

Precise Cuts
The outer contour cutting adopts the oxygen / air
process, and the cutting quality is stable within the
ISO range 3.
The perfect hole cutting uses oxygen / air
technology to eliminate taper.
Gas control box for automatic ventilation cutting of
outer contours and small round holes.

Achieve optimal consumables life without operator
adjustment.
The nozzle uses rapid liquid cooling technology to
protect the torch and consumables.
Precision cutting eliminating cost of secondary
operations.

A real transformative advances 
in industrial cutting operations. 

Unbeatable HD plasma power source - ArcBlitz™

Fantastic perpendicularity. Say goodbye to annoying tapper!

Stinger PRO can bring you a wonderful cutting quality,
through all thickness. With HD plasma source ArcBlitz, this
solution is able to meet ISO range 3 cutting quality. It means
the taper angle is smaller than 2 degree. So, say goodbye to
annoying tapper.
The perfect hole technique is optional if you need to
compare with drilling machine, we use perfect hole
technology on bolt holes. It is the way more efficient. 

5
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SPECIFICATIONS

Xinfang Industrial Park, No.218, 
ChaoYang District, Beijing 100024, China

+86-10-65790867
sales@arcbro.com
www.arcbro.com

ARCBRO SUPPORT

ARCBRO Learning campus is comprehensive online university for CNC plasma cutting machine.
Considering difficulty of training new operator from zero to an expert level, in order to improve
all customers operation skill and effectiveness, ARCBRO provide a exchange learning platform.
Here, whether CAD auto nesting software or practical operation, all customers would find
documents or videos they need. The best part is that these videos will always be updated with
the latest software updates so that customers can be always at the cutting edge of CNC plasma
cutting technology.
Link: https://www.arcbro.com/support/learncampus/

ARCBRO LEARN CAMPUS

This part is focus on fast and efficient after-service.We have professional engineers who can
perform online machine diagnostics in 24 hours and provide suitable solution about any
problem customers meet but not solve. Besides, in order to increase efficience, we have
organized some commen questions that customers have asked us and gave answers to help
you solve the problem as quickly as possible. Forthmore, our product pass the strict test
before shipping, and we support our customers longer warranty up to 18 months. During the
period, we bear the cost of any parts failure or damage to eliminate your worries
completely.Want to know more, just browse our official website, click support, enter Arcbro
troubleshooting system.Link: https://www.arcbro.com/support/troubleshooting/

ARCBRO TROUBLESHOOTING

Learn the machines before you get them.

You can buy any arcbro product without any hassle!

6
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THUNDER X PRO
CNC  GANTRY  PLASMA/FLAME  CUTTING  MACHINE

A Perfect Upgrade Of  Gantry Plasma Cutting !

A powerful upgrade for gantry plasma cutter! Replace the aluminum beam
with a stronger and stronger steel. A new type of triangular structure
aluminum die has been added with a patent. The die is fastened to the
square steel while ensuring track accuracy and beam strength. Greatly
increase the cutting stability, thus improving the cutting quality. 
Equipped with flame and plasma two cutting torch, which mode you need,
just use it instantly, high efficiency. Capacitive THC and ARC voltage THC mix
structure, with water cooling system, because of this, can cut 0.3 mm thin
plate and 30mm thick plate both. 

Two Cutting Mode Optional

For Diversified Metal Thickness

FLAME MODE

PLASMA MODE

Demanding market demand,  Thunder X PRO has three standard cutting size:
2000*3000mm, 2500*3000mm, 3000*3000mm
At a fixed width of three, we can extend the length for you.
Your custom length can be selected: 6000mm, 9000mm, 12000mm 15000mm

The standard package has one plasma torch and one
oxy-fuel torch with the motorized driven. The automatic
ignition feature is optional, the capacitive or the arc
voltage THC is optional, to help the customer to realize
automatic oxy-fuel and plasma cutting.
if you want to further improve the efficiency of flame
cutting, we can add another oxygen torch with
independent height controller.

Multiple Choices

Cutting Size 

Cutting Mode 
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We have professional CNC instructors to help you analyze and sort out your
cutting needs, and provide you with the most reasonable solution!



PRECISE CUT WITH ACCURATE MECHANICS

A powerful upgrade! Replace the aluminum beam with a stronger
and stronger steel. A new type of triangular structure aluminum
die has been added with a patent. 
The die is fastened to the square steel while ensuring track
accuracy and beam strength. Greatly increase the cutting
stability, thus improving the cutting quality. Reduced debugging
difficulty, non-professionals can quickly achieve debugging.
 

Convenient And Fast Operation

THUNDER  X PRO

INDEPENDENT INTEGRATED SHAPE
OF ALUMINUM DIE

PROFESSIONAL CNC SYSTEM

Libellula is a well-known brand for 30 years, and always
the best cutting software for sheet metal processing. It is
installed on our standalone, multilingual operating system.
It structured to become the best CAD/CAM application for
the programming of the cutting machines of any
type.Shops with multiple operators will find that the highly
nesting software is easy to operate, yet powerful enough to
handle your most demanding cuts.

LIBELLULA ITALY SOFTWARE

A simple, menu-driven interface is easy to learn and operate.
Built-in library of common shapes 
File transfer storage is convenient and flexible: Support USB
port for program loading.
G code dynamic simulation processing function 
Kerf compensation 
Complex curve fitting function 
Support multi-format file import and export

Feature:
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SPECIFICATIONS

Xinfang Industrial Park, No.218, 
ChaoYang District, Beijing 100024, China

+86-10-65790867
sales@arcbro.com
www.arcbro.com

ARCBRO SUPPORT

Make the work simple! View ARCBRO learn campus online to learn the machines before you get
them. ARCBRO learn campus is a online CNC plasma cutting training program in the industry. It
takes our customers through a series of knowledgeable and concise videos and files to give
them in-depth training and technical instruction. These videos will take even your newest
operator to an expert level in no time. They were formulated with our customers at the
forefront of our minds, which has transcended into fast and effective training for many
different markets, such as: education, metal art, custom automotive part fabrication, and many
others.  Link: https://www.arcbro.com/support/learncampus/

ARCBRO LEARN CAMPUS

 
All our products have a precise and reliable manufacturing quality inspection system. In
addition, all products have a one-and-a-half year warranty and are accompanied by the best
after-sales protection system in China. Multilingual professional engineers perform online
machine diagnostics in 24 hours. We bear the cost of any parts failure or damage during the
warranty period and you only need to pay the shipping cost.
In addition, you can easily find all the after-sales solutions you may need on our official
website. We have organized the questions that customers have asked us when using the
machine for many years, and gave answers in detailed but easy to understand words to help
you solve the problem as quickly as possible.
Want to know more, just browse our official website, click support, enter Arcbro
troubleshooting system.Link: https://www.arcbro.com/support/troubleshooting/

ARCBRO TROUBLESHOOTING

Learn the machines before you get them.

You can buy any arcbro product without any hassle!
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HD  PLASMA  CNC  GANTRY  CUTTING  MACHINE

High Definition Plasma, one step in place!

The Gantry plasma cutting machine - X Master, available exclusively
from Arcbro, challenges the concept of the traditional plasma cutting
industry: High productivity, high cutting quality, Precise cuts at fast
speeds reduce secondary operations and streamline your
manufacturing processes, which in turn reduces costs and increases
production, built-in integrated cutting process, perfect round hole
for one-button cutting, and reliance on worker skills.The new process
is called high definition plasma cut, which is a leap in every aspect in
plasma.

X MASTER

Cutting function: 
High definition plasma cutting

Cutting Size: 
3000x12000mm

Cutting Tolerance: 
Within iso range 3

X Mark + Hypertherm XPR
Integrated solution

Unbeatable Plasma Power Source - ArcBlitz™

Unbeatable HD plasma power source - ArcBlitz. ArcBlitz is the latest
system ARCBRO plasma power supply product line, challenging the
traditional plasma cutting industry concept.  
ArcBlitz can increase cutting speed, significantly increase productivity
and reduce operating costs. New ease-of-use features and engineered
system optimization capabilities make ArcBlitz easier to run with
minimal operator intervention, while ensuring optimal performance
and unparalleled reliability.



High Definition Plasma

High definition plasma cutting is a new technology that has been around for less than a year. It is completely
different from traditional plasma cutting.
Experts in the cutting industry know that plasma cutting quality is affected by six factors: current, gas, Pierce
technology, led in/out technology, cutting speed, timing. These six factors are independent of each other in
traditional cutting. Only experienced and skilled workers can combine them and complete a high-quality
cutting.

The high definition cutting completely eliminates the requirements of the craftsmanship
of the workers. It classifies and integrates all the factors affecting cutting.

And it is controlled by the system to match the world's
cutting-edge equipment, so that  anyone can cut the best
quality work-pieces at the lowest cost in the shortest time.
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True Hole Technology

The most troublesome problem for traditional plasma cutting technology is that it cannot cut a satisfactory
small hole.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The birth of the small hole technology finally solved this big problem.
Nesting software or CNC software automatically applies True Hole fine bolt hole technology when perforating 
sheets up to 25 mm thick. The perforated hole to sheet thickness ratio can be as low as 2:1 to 1:1.
The advantage of the small hole technology is obvious:
it does not require manual intervention by the operator and automatically ensures the quality of the bolt
holes. It narrows the gap with the quality of laser perforations, allowing the plasma cutting process to be used
in many previous jobs that require laser cutting systems.

 
No matter how skilled the craftsman of a craftsman is, due to the shape of the
plasma flame itself, there is always a taper in the small hole. The upper and lower
edges of the metal have different apertures, which necessitates that the holes must
be cut to fit into the bolts. Small holes and bolts are the most widely used plasma
cutting applications.
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A real transformative advances 
in industrial cutting operations. 

Unbeatable HD plasma power source - ArcBlitz™

High definition cut, one step in place.
ArcBlitz is the latest system ARCBRO plasma power
supply product line, challenging the traditional
plasma cutting industry concept.  
ArcBlitz can increase cutting speed, significantly
increase productivity and reduce operating costs.
New ease-of-use features and engineered system
optimization capabilities make ArcBlitz easier to run
with minimal operator intervention, while ensuring
optimal performance and unparalleled reliability. 

Cost Reduction

Precise Cuts
The outer contour cutting adopts the oxygen / air
process, and the cutting quality is stable within the
ISO range 3.
The perfect hole cutting uses oxygen / air
technology to eliminate taper.
Gas control box for automatic ventilation cutting of
outer contours and small round holes.

Achieve optimal consumables life without operator
adjustment.
The nozzle uses rapid liquid cooling technology to
protect the torch and consumables.
Precision cutting eliminating cost of secondary
operations.

Unbeatable productivity
Four times faster than flame cutting.
Compared to the 4,000 watt laser on the market,
ArcBlitz cuts 44% faster on 8mm material and 50%
faster on materials 10mm thick and above. And there
is no residue on the part, which meets the tolerance
requirements for most difficult parts.

Arcblitz
(200A)

Competitor
(200A)

0

200

400

600

800

1000

Cut Quality over life
20mm mild steel 
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SPECIFICATIONS

Xinfang Industrial Park, No.218, 
ChaoYang District, Beijing 100024, China

+86-10-65790867
sales@arcbro.com
www.arcbro.com

ARCBRO SUPPORT

ARCBRO Learning campus is comprehensive online university for CNC plasma cutting machine.
Considering difficulty of training new operator from zero to an expert level, in order to improve
all customers operation skill and effectiveness, ARCBRO provide a exchange learning platform.
Here, whether CAD auto nesting software or practical operation, all customers would find
documents or videos they need. The best part is that these videos will always be updated with
the latest software updates so that customers can be always at the cutting edge of CNC
plasma cutting technology.
Link: https://www.arcbro.com/support/learncampus/

ARCBRO LEARN CAMPUS

This part is focus on fast and efficient after-service.We have professional engineers who can
perform online machine diagnostics in 24 hours and provide suitable solution about any
problem customers meet but not solve. Besides, in order to increase efficience, we have
organized some commen questions that customers have asked us and gave answers to help
you solve the problem as quickly as possible. Forthmore, our product pass the strict test
before shipping, and we support our customers longer warranty up to 18 months. During the
period, we bear the cost of any parts failure or damage to eliminate your worries
completely.Want to know more, just browse our official website, click support, enter Arcbro
troubleshooting system.Link: https://www.arcbro.com/support/troubleshooting/

ARCBRO TROUBLESHOOTING

Learn the machines before you get them.

You can buy any arcbro product without any hassle!
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Extensive application
The cutting machine can cut all metal materials,

especially suitable for "flame cutting" can not

achieve high alloy steel and non-ferrous metals. The

series of cutting machines have reasonable static

and external characteristics, and also have good

dynamic characteristics, With high frequency arc

starting function .Widely used in all kinds of

machinery manufacturing industry.

LGK series inverter type air plasma cutting machine,

Is a new design of metal processing equipment,

Insulated gate high power transistor IGBT and pulse

width modulation (PWM) soft switching technology

are used to design and manufacture.

AirCut

High proformance

60A/120A/160A AIR PLASMA POWER
SOURCE FOR CNC
 

Adaptive torch 
Recommend: 

Hypertherm Powermax machine torch

Other optional:

P80 machine torch



The arc energy is highly concentrated, with good stability and strong cutting force

Cutting speed (3-5 times of gas cutting)

Cutting costs are low

Incision stenosis. Clean and tidy; close to vertical

Small deformation of workpiece

The cutting current is adjustable continuously

Easy arc setting

The operation is very convenient

 Light weight, small size, easy to move

High efficiency, high power factor, it is a kind of energy saving equipment

Low noise and strong adaptability

Has two functions of self-locking and non self locking, adapt to the length of slot without

requirement, can reduce the labor intensity of workers

Easy to form cutting equipment

If there is a product update, no notice, our company promptly with the new product manual

Cutting effect

20mm Carbon steel 16mm Carbon steel 16mm Carbon steel 5mm Carbon steel

Feature
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Specifications

Address:  Xinfang Industrial Park, No.218, ChaoYang District, Beijing 100024, China

Tel:  +86-10-65798995

Fax:  +86-10-65790867

E-mail:  sales@arcbro.com

Http: //www.arcbro.com

Make the work simple
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500mm

14
00

m
m

7900mm
(Can Extend)

TUBE S
SQUARE & ROUND PIPE PROFILE CUTTING MACHINE

The Best Solution For Small pipe Cutting

The Tube S by ARCBRO® is a affordable CNC round and square pipe cutting
solution that comes in a compact footprint.  It can do pipe OD from 30 to 120 mm
and pipe length from 3000 to 15.000 mm by plasma. This two-axis CNC pipe cutting
machine has a footprint of only 0.6m wide and can rapidly profile aluminum,
stainless steel, and mild steel pipes with ease. 
User powerful and friendly Italy libellula software allows quick understanding and
efficient use of Tube S machines after a short training. NC data file transfer to
Tube S from CAD/CAM software available as option.

Cutting Capacity

Fume Extraction

Pipe OD
30 - 120 mm

Custom quotes available upon request.

Plasma cutting

Pipe length
up to 15 m

Round &
square pipe
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-One button towing movement-Support Yoke. 
The support yoke is designed to guide the tubing even if
the material stock is not perfectly straight. It can be
easily adjusted for different diameter by simply turning it.
-Pass Through Chuck
Pass through chuck will feed the tubing and also allows
for pieces that are longer than the machine to be
manufactured by allowing longer tubes to go through the
chuck.

Convenient And Fast Operation

Frindly Pipe 

Loading And Support System

Top Cutting Quality

-Optimal cutting torch paths calculated by the TUBE S control system ensures extremely accurate weld preparation.
-Advanced design and top quality components enable fast and efficient cutting with top quality results.
-After experimental measurement, the cutting tolerance is less than 0.3 with Panasonic high-quality servo motor, which can
meet the tolerance requirements of all complex workpieces.

Libellula is a well-known brand for 30 years, and Libellula 
 TUBE is the software for cutting machines designed to
program the cutting of tubes and profiles machines in an
intuitive and immediate way.
-The design of parametric tubes occurs in real time: user
can easily operate, and quickly learn to use the software
thanks to the exclusive “Easy-use Experience”.
-The visualization of the model and geometric
modifications performed on the entire piece or on
particular individual parts is immediate and produces a list
of the tools used, with the aim of being able to modify at a
later time the individual parameters in a functional
manner.
-The generated tubes can be of any shape and the tools
used are parametric and customizable.

LIBELLULA ITALY SOFTWARE

Advancing And Stable 

Motion Control

-Open bed design with two chucks equipped with
universal balls on a concentric circle. This design
achieves the most accurate and stable motion control of
the longitudinal and rotary axes.
-Automatic Arc Voltage Height Control adjusts the torch
distance during cutting to profile the pipes and
compensate for pipes that are out of round.
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All our products have a precise and reliable manufacturing quality inspection system. In
addition, all products have a one-and-a-half year warranty and are accompanied by the best
after-sales protection system in China. Multilingual professional engineers perform online
machine diagnostics in 24 hours. We bear the cost of any parts failure or damage during the
warranty period and you only need to pay the shipping cost.
In addition, you can easily find all the after-sales solutions you may need on our official
website. We have organized the questions that customers have asked us when using the
machine for many years, and gave answers in detailed but easy to understand words to help
you solve the problem as quickly as possible.
Want to know more, just browse our official website, click support, enter Arcbro
troubleshooting system.Link: https://www.arcbro.com/support/troubleshooting/

SPECIFICATIONS

Xinfang Industrial Park, No.218, 
ChaoYang District, Beijing 100024, China

+86-10-65790867
sales@arcbro.com
www.arcbro.com

ARCBRO SUPPORT

Make the work simple! View ARCBRO learn campus online to learn the machines before you get
them. ARCBRO learn campus is a online CNC plasma cutting training program in the industry. It
takes our customers through a series of knowledgeable and concise videos and files to give
them in-depth training and technical instruction. These videos will take even your newest
operator to an expert level in no time. They were formulated with our customers at the
forefront of our minds, which has transcended into fast and effective training for many
different markets, such as: education, metal art, custom automotive part fabrication, and many
others.  Link: https://www.arcbro.com/support/learncampus/

ARCBRO LEARN CAMPUS

ARCBRO TROUBLESHOOTING

Learn the machines before you get them.

You can buy any arcbro product without any hassle!
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TUBE MINI

ARCBRO CNC PIPE PROFILE CUTTING MACHINE

Precise Pipe Cutting & Small Footprint

The Tube Mini Compact Pipe Cutting Machine by ARCBRO® is a two-axis CNC pipe
cutting machine has a small footprint and can rapidly profile aluminum, stainless
steel, and mild steel pipes with ease.  This machine is ideal for roll cage
fabrication shops, handrail and fencing manufacturers, and many other small-to-
medium-sized fabrication shops that are looking to increase the efficiency of
profiling and cutting their pipes and tubes. It standard pipe cutting diameter is
between 25mm to 200mm.  standardize cut quality, and expand the capabilities of
your works.

Cutting Capacity

Fume Extraction

Pipe OD
30 - 250 mm

Custom quotes available upon request.

Plasma cutting

Pipe length
up to 15 m

Arc voltage Control 



The powerful ARCBRO servo motion control technology and the user-
friendly interface of Windows will provide effective and easy-to-use CNC
pipe profiling technology to all users. 
Shops with multiple operators will find that the highly nesting software is
easy to operate, yet powerful enough to handle your most demanding
cuts. 
The Tube Mini Compact Cutter pairs a powerful gear train with a linear
guidance system to ensure fluid motion. It also uses an auto beveling
torch arm (optional ) that enables the machine to cut at bevel angles
between 0 and 45°. This feature is ideal for shops that need to weld prep
their pipes. The standard Arc Voltage Height Control (AVHC) reads the arc
voltage throughout the cut to compensate for pipes and tubes that are
out of round.

The newest up and down automatic design and Dust removal design can
help user fix different size pipe quickly and keep a clean work
environment , keep work health and effective work.
Each feature on this machine has been engineered to increase efficiency,
standardize cut quality, and expand the capabilities of your works. 
Please send one of our CNC pipe cutting professionals a email any time!
we’ll be happy to talk with you about your applications and how the
machine can improve your processes. 
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Easy to Operate

Health, Effective, Standardize

Convenient And Fast Operation

Libellula is a well-known brand for 30 years, and Libellula  TUBE
is the software for cutting machines designed to program the
cutting of tubes and profiles machines in an intuitive and
immediate way.
-The design of parametric tubes occurs in real time: user can
easily operate, and quickly learn to use the software thanks to
the exclusive “Easy-use Experience”.
-The visualization of the model and geometric modifications
performed on the entire piece or on particular individual parts
is immediate and produces a list of the tools used, with the aim
of being able to modify at a later time the individual
parameters in a functional manner.
-The generated tubes can be of any shape and the tools used
are parametric and customizable.

LIBELLULA ITALY SOFTWARE
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One software for all types of cutting
tubes and profiles.Only Libellula Tubea
software, a great technology,can do so
much.

SOFTWARE

Arc voltage sensor control the plasma
torch with pipe  surface, to get clearner
cuts even the pipe is not that round.

AUTO TORCH HEIGHT CONTROL

Special desgin to lift the  Headstock up
and down freely, which can maximize the
cutting diameter of the machine. Also
since no manual adjustment is required
achieved the fastest clamping.

ELECTRICAL LIFT SYSTEM

Support frame is made of rigid structure
steel,  strong and firmly to hold up to
ø400mm thick pipe  without deformation
nor vibration.

SUPPORT FRAME

The support adjust the roller horizontal
distance to hold large diameter range of
pipe firmly.

ROLLER SUPPORTER

The multifunctional CNC system make the
cutting operation more convenient.

INDIVIDUAL CONTROLLER

Kits includes
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SPECIFICATIONS

Xinfang Industrial Park, No.218, 
ChaoYang District, Beijing 100024, China

+86-10-65790867
sales@arcbro.com
www.arcbro.com

ARCBRO SUPPORT

Make the work simple! View ARCBRO learn campus online to learn the machines before you get
them. ARCBRO learn campus is a online CNC plasma cutting training program in the industry. It
takes our customers through a series of knowledgeable and concise videos and files to give
them in-depth training and technical instruction. These videos will take even your newest
operator to an expert level in no time. They were formulated with our customers at the
forefront of our minds, which has transcended into fast and effective training for many
different markets, such as: education, metal art, custom automotive part fabrication, and many
others.  Link: https://www.arcbro.com/support/learncampus/

ARCBRO LEARN CAMPUS

 
All our products have a precise and reliable manufacturing quality inspection system. In
addition, all products have a one-and-a-half year warranty and are accompanied by the best
after-sales protection system in China. Multilingual professional engineers perform online
machine diagnostics in 24 hours. We bear the cost of any parts failure or damage during the
warranty period and you only need to pay the shipping cost.
In addition, you can easily find all the after-sales solutions you may need on our official
website. We have organized the questions that customers have asked us when using the
machine for many years, and gave answers in detailed but easy to understand words to help
you solve the problem as quickly as possible.
Want to know more, just browse our official website, click support, enter Arcbro
troubleshooting system.Link: https://www.arcbro.com/support/troubleshooting/

ARCBRO TROUBLESHOOTING

Learn the machines before you get them.

You can buy any arcbro product without any hassle!
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TUBE PRO

CNC PIPE PROFILE CUTTING MACHINE

INCOMPARABLE 4-AIXS CNC 
PIPE PORFILE CUTTING MACHINE

ArcBro Tube Pro was designed and developed to increase production and improve
accuracy for your pipe cutting needs. Cutting tube diameter between 50 to 400mm
(maximum 600mm),Ideal for use in food processing, construction, pipe frame, light
industry. Our innovative infinite rotation cutting head, Hypertherm’s plasma systems,
the Libellula Tube software, and our small footprint design are combined to produce
one of the industry’s best pipe cutting machine.

Standard diameter: 50 - 400mm
Can extend to 50 - 600mm for especial demands

MULTIPLE CHOICES

PIPE DIAMETER 

We have professional CNC instructors to help you analyze and sort out your
cutting needs, and provide you with the most reasonable solution!

PERFECT BEVEL WITH
INFINITE ROTATION
SYSTEM™

DIAMETER RANGE: 
50 - 400mm

Ideal for use in food processing, construction,
pipe frame, light industry

PIPE LENGTH 

BEVEL MODE
Manul bevel
Auto bevel

Standar length: 6000mm
Can extend to 9000mm, 12000mm, 15000mm... for especial demands



The outstanding ARCBRO motion control system and unique
mechanical structure bring you a variety of difficult tube cuttings
that can be done easily and concisely.Three-jaw chucks ensure
flexible loading. The universal wheel makes the cutting of the
pipe any position simple and easy.

CONVENIENT AND FAST OPERATION
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SUPERIOR MOTION CONTROL

CONVENIENT AND FAST OPERATION

PRECISION CUTS WITH PERFECT BEVEL
The patented infinite rotation system™ with freedom of movement in tilt and rotation can precisely
cut straight through and create bevels up to a 45 angle. Arcbro uses the minimum amount of axes
with precise eclectic motors to cut accurately every time.The patented infinite rotation system™ with
freedom of movement in tilt and rotation can precisely cut straight through and create bevels up to
a 45 angle. Arcbro uses the minimum amount of axes with precise eclectic motors to cut accurately
every time.

Libellula is a well-known brand for 30 years, and always the best
cutting software for sheet metal processing. It is installed on our
standalone, multilingual operating system.
The powerful ARCBRO servo motion control technology and the
user-friendly interface of Windows will provide effective and easy-
to-use CNC pipe profiling technology to all users. The visualization
of the model and the geometric modifications performed on the
entire part or on a particular individual part are immediate and
produce a list of tools used in order to be able to modify
individual parameters in real time. The tube produced can be of
any shape and the tools used are parameterized and
customizable.Shops with multiple operators will find that the
highly nesting software is easy to operate, yet powerful enough to
handle your most demanding cuts.

LIBELLULA ITALY SOFTWARE

PERFECT BEVEL

Setup time reduced
Scrap material reduced
Cost per part reduced
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SPECIFICATIONS

Xinfang Industrial Park, No.218, 
ChaoYang District, Beijing 100024, China

+86-10-65790867
sales@arcbro.com
www.arcbro.com

ARCBRO SUPPORT

Make the work simple! View ARCBRO learn campus online to learn the machines before you get
them. ARCBRO learn campus is a online CNC plasma cutting training program in the industry. It
takes our customers through a series of knowledgeable and concise videos and files to give
them in-depth training and technical instruction. These videos will take even your newest
operator to an expert level in no time. They were formulated with our customers at the
forefront of our minds, which has transcended into fast and effective training for many
different markets, such as: education, metal art, custom automotive part fabrication, and many
others.  Link: https://www.arcbro.com/support/learncampus/

ARCBRO LEARN CAMPUS

 
All our products have a precise and reliable manufacturing quality inspection system. In
addition, all products have a one-and-a-half year warranty and are accompanied by the best
after-sales protection system in China. Multilingual professional engineers perform online
machine diagnostics in 24 hours. We bear the cost of any parts failure or damage during the
warranty period and you only need to pay the shipping cost.
In addition, you can easily find all the after-sales solutions you may need on our official
website. We have organized the questions that customers have asked us when using the
machine for many years, and gave answers in detailed but easy to understand words to help
you solve the problem as quickly as possible.
Want to know more, just browse our official website, click support, enter Arcbro
troubleshooting system.Link: https://www.arcbro.com/support/troubleshooting/

ARCBRO TROUBLESHOOTING

Learn the machines before you get them.

You can buy any arcbro product without any hassle!
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